The Independent Ombudsman Should be Able to Talk with Any Youth In Government Custody

**SAFETY CONTINUES TO BE A SIGNIFICANT CONCERN AT STATE AND COUNTY FACILITIES.**

The Office of the Independent Ombudsman (OIO) was established as part of Texas’ 2007 juvenile justice reforms that arose from revelations of widespread abuse at Texas Youth Commission facilities. The Texas Legislature tasked the OIO with protecting the safety and rights of incarcerated youth at state secure juvenile facilities. Legislation in 2011 expanded the responsibilities of the OIO to include the review of data on abuse, neglect, and exploitation occurring at county facilities. However, the OIO does not have the authority to visit county juvenile facilities, or to speak with the youth in county custody, leaving a vulnerable gap in the state’s protection of youth in secure facilities. Similarly, the OIO does not have the authority to visit youth held in adult corrections facilities in Texas.

**KEY FACTS**

- **The OIO plays a crucial role in protecting the safety and rights of youth in Texas state juvenile facilities.**
  - The OIO made 247 facility site visits in Fiscal Year 2012, interviewing over 1,400 youth. In addition to conducting investigations, the OIO publishes quarterly oversight summaries and frequent facility-specific reports that provide invaluable information to Texas legislators and the public. These reports have alerted policy-makers to dangerous situations in juvenile facilities, allowing legislators to intervene early.

- **State oversight of county juvenile facilities is currently inadequate.**
  - A 2012 resolution by the Texas Juvenile Detention Association recommends that the current audit (oversight) process be revised, finding that the “current auditing process is ineffective in determining risks within facilities.”
  - A boy died in 2011 at a Texas county facility that received little meaningful oversight, despite that facility’s “history of failing to comply with routine detainee monitoring requirements.” Furthermore, there were 442 attempted suicides in Texas county juvenile facilities in 2011, and 414 injuries.

- **State oversight for youth in adult corrections facilities is also currently inadequate.**
  - The Internal Audit Division of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice has not conducted an audit of the Youthful Offender Program (the program for underage inmates in adult facilities) since 2009. Due to the program’s small size in the large prison system, there will likely not be another audit for five to ten years. However, the 2009 audit recommended greater oversight of youth programming, noting that program practices deviate significantly from policy — and this has yet to be addressed.

**SOLUTIONS**

Given the OIO’s critical importance to the oversight of incarcerated youth, allow OIO staff to visit with youth in county and adult facilities if data or a complaint reveals a concern at that facility.
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